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ABSTRACT
Recently, Kianersi et al. have proposed an ultra-lightweight mutual authentication protocol for low-cost
RFID tags, entitled SULMA. They have claimed that the SULMA protocol is secure against most of the
known attacks for an RFID protocol; includes traceability attack, passive attacks and desynchronization.
However, in this paper, we analyse the security of SULMA protocol and present several efficient attacks
against this protocol. Our attacks include reader impersonation attack and traceability attack. Moreover,
we show that the main subcomponent of the protocol called MixBit-function does not satisfy the claimed
property.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency Identification (RFID) technology, which is date back to the Second World War,
is going to be employed in almost every daily aspects of life [1-4]. In general, an RFID system
includes tag, reader and back-end database. Tag is a small chip (normally without power) which
have a small memory and antenna to communicate with the reader. This type of tags that is
known as passive tags has restricted computational capability and restricted resources. On the
other hand, reader is an active device that can communicate with both tag and back-end database.
The back-end database can be a power-full computer which can provide the reader with the extra
computational capability and storage spaces.
Low-cost RFID can be a good replacement for the most currently extended identification systems,
known as barcodes. To mention the main advantages [5] of RFID over barcodes, it should be
noted that tag's data can be read automatically, even without line of sight and in the contactless
way, at a rate of hundreds of times per second and at a distance of several meters. In addition, tag
provides unique identifier for each tagged item, while a barcode only specifies the type of the
labelled product.
However, security and privacy could be seen as the main concern in wide spread application of
this promising technology.
DOI:10.5121/iju.2011.2402
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To address the abovementioned concerns, several approaches have been proposed in the
literatures. These proposals can be divided into two general groups. The first group uses blocking,
jamming and physical solutions [6,7] while the other group uses cryptographic concepts and
privacy preserving protocols. Cryptographic solutions, which is the concern of this paper also, for
RFID security issues can be restricted to only lightweight cryptography or let the scheme to even
uses the complex cryptographic solutions. Most researchers believe that to replace namely the
barcodes by RFID the industry needs simple and low cost RFID tags (below 5 cents per item)
which puts a restriction on the number of logical gates [8,9]. For this case, many approaches that
are based on the lightweight cryptographic solutions and protocols have been suggested [10-15].
On the other hand, Some RFID researchers, however, believe that it would be possible to use
complex cryptographic primitives in future RFID tags. Hence, they suggest the use of advanced
encryption standard (AES) [16] or even public key solutions such as elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC) [17, 18].
A lightweight protocol has this advantage that it keeps the computational and the price of RFID
tags very low. Hence, lightweight protocols have been of interest to both industry and academia
and design of secure authentication protocols for low-cost RFID tags has received the attention of
a lot of researchers, though many protocols have been published lately [5,6,10-14,19,20].
However, most of them have not satisfied the claimed security goals [21-28].
The Electronic Product Code Class-1 Generation-2 standard specification [29, 30] by EPC Global
which also has been ratified by ISO [21] of low-cost RFID tags is an effort on standardization of
low cost RFID.
In this work, we perform a security analysis of an ultra-lightweight protocols proposed by
Kianersi et al. [19], called SULMA. We show that this protocol is vulnerable to some simple
security attacks.
Paper Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce
SULMA protocol and in section three we analysis its MixBit function. In section four we present
our cryptanalysis of protocol. Finally, in section five the closing remarks are given.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SULMA PROTOCOL
2. 1 NOTATION
•
•

A, B, C and D: Public messages.
A B:

Concatenation of two strings A and B.

•

R:

Reader.

•

A:

Adversary.

•

Ti:

ith tag.

•

0:

Sequence of 96 zeros.

•

c:

Constant value (0x3243F6A8885A308D313198A2)

•

Rot(X,Y):

The circular shift X to left Y positions.

•

n1 , n 2 :

Random numbers of length 96 bits.

•

k 1, k 2 :

Secret keys shared between the tag and the reader of length 96 bits.
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•

Mixbit(. ):
A block cipher based random function which accepts four inputs each of
length 96-bit and produces an 96-bit output value.

•

⊕:

Bitwise exclusive or.

•

+:

Modular addition.

•

Hw(. ):

Hamming weight (number of ones of an string in GF(2))

•

ur
x :

Rotating x one bit to the right.

•

B ← A:

Assigning the value of A to B.

2. 2 SULMA PROTOCOL OVERVIEW
The SULMA protocol [19], which is depicted in Figure 1, consists of three phases:
identification, mutual authentication and updating. Each tag keeps three dynamic pairs
(IDSold, IDSnext), (k1old, k1next ), (k2old, k2next ) and a static ID value. Any tag has a unique ID which
is static while the IDS and k1, k2 are get updated after each successful run of protocol. The details
of protocol are as bellow:

Phase 1: the tag identification phase of protocol is as follow:
1. Reader sends a "Hello" message to tag.
2. On receiving the message, the tag response with IDSnext.
3.

Once the reader received the message, it tries to finding and identical entry in its
database. If reader finds related entry in its database it authenticates the tag. Otherwise, it
requests for IDSold and continue the protocol.

Phase2: the mutual authentication phase of protocol is as follows:
1. When the reader finds the related entry in Phase 1:
a. Generates two random numbers n1 and n2 such that n1 , n2 ≠ 0 .
b. Computes A and B as follows, where c is a constant value same as the constant
value of Gossamer protocol [20] and k1 and k2 are the secret keys shared
between the tag and the reader:
A = Rot ( Rot ( IDS + k 1 + c + n1 , k 2 ) + k 1 , k 1 )
B = Rot ( Rot ( IDS + k 2 + c + n 2 , k 1 ) + k 2 , k 2 )

c. Computes n3 as follows, where we introduce MixBit in details later:
n 3 = MixBit (n1 , n 2 , k 1 , k 2 )

d. Computes C and D as follows:
k1* = Rot ( Rot (n2 + k1 + c + n3 , n2 ) + k 2 ⊕ n3 , k1 )
k 2* = Rot ( Rot (n1 + k 2 + c + n3 , k2 ) + k1 + n3 , n1 )
n1′ = MixBit (n3 , n2 , k1* , k2* )

C = Rot ( Rot (n3 + k1* + c + n1′ , n3 ) + k *2 ⊕ n1′ , k2 ) ⊕ n1′
D = Rot ( Rot (n2 + k2* + ID + n1′ , k1 ) + k 1* + n1′ , n3 ) + n1′
17
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e. Sends A B C to the tag.
2. When the tag received the message it does as follows:
a. Extracts n1 and n2 from A and B respectively.
?

b.

Verifies whether C = Rot ( Rot ( n3 + k1* + c + n1′ , n3 ) + k *2 ⊕ n1′ , k2 ) ⊕ n1′ to
authenticate the reader.

c. If tag authenticated the reader, it computes D as follows:
D = Rot ( Rot (n2 + k2* + ID + n1′ , k1 ) + k 1* + n1′ , n3 ) + n1′
d. Sends D to the reader.
e. Updates its memory.
3. Once the reader received D, it verifies the correctness of D to update its database.

Phase 3: In updating phase of protocol, both reader and tag update their entries, as follows:
n2′ = MixBit (n1′ , k1* , n3 , k 2* )
IDS old = IDS
IDS next = Rot ( Rot (n1′ + k1* + IDS + n2′ , n1′ ) + k *2 ⊕ n2′ , k1 ) ⊕ n2′
k1old = k1
k1next = Rot ( Rot ( n3 + k2* + c + n2′ , n3 ) + k1* + n2′ , k2 ) + n2′
k 2old = k2
k 2next = Rot ( Rot ( IDS next + k1* + c + k1next , IDS next ) + k2* + k1next , n2′ )

Hence, IDS old , IDS next , k 1old , k 1next , k 2old , k 2next are dynamic and ID is static.

Figure 1:SULMA Protocol [19]

3. ANALYSIS OF MIXBIT FUNCTION
As we have mentioned already, SULMA protocol computation process includes a MixBit
function, depicted in Figure 2. The designers have used this function to improve the security of
protocol. This function is based on a semi-feistel structure. MixBit function includes two subfunctions denoted by F1 and F2 that are as follow:
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F1 = Rot ( y 1 + k 1 + c , k 1 + n1 )
14243 123
x

y = hw ( k 1 + n1 )

F2 = Rot (x 2 + k 2 + c ,
14243
x

k2 +x2
1
424
3

)

y = ( k 2 + x 2 mod 96)

3. 1 ON THE RANDOMNESS OF MIXBIT FUNCTION
Designer of the SULMA protocol have stated that the MixBit function is a good random
function[19]. To verify their claim, we implemented the MixBit function, and tested 1,048,576
bits of its output to verify whether it passes the standard tests for random functions. We have used
the Statistical Test Suite for the random and pseudorandom number generators with 15 tests
suggestion by NIST [32]. The results are depicted in Table 1. These results show that MixBit is
not a good random function because it failed to pass most of the randomness’ tests.
Table 1: The results of Statistical Test of MixBit function
Test Name

Average

χ2prop

Frequency
Frequency within a Block
Runs
Longest Run of Ones in a
Block
Binary Matrix Rank
Discrete Fourier Transform
Non Overlapping Template
Matching
Overlapping Template
Matching
Maurer
Linear Complexity
Serial
Approximate Entropy
Cumulative Sums Forward
Cumulative Sums Backward
Random Excursions
Random Excursions Variant

%0. 00
%0. 00
%0. 00

99. 0000
99. 0000
99. 0000

Fail
Fail
Fail

%0. 00

99. 0000

Fail

%0. 00
%0. 00

99. 0000
99. 0000

Fail
Fail

%0. 00

99. 0000

Fail

%0. 00

99. 0000

Fail

%0. 00
%0. 00
%0. 00
%0. 00
%100. 00
%100. 00
%100. 00
%100. 00

99. 0000
99. 0000
99. 0000
99. 0000
0. 0101
0. 0101
0. 0101
0. 0101

Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Result

3. 2 ON THE ROTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF MIXBIT FUNCTION
Rotational analysis was first having been proposed to analyse the randomness of cryptographic
hash functions [33]. In this analysis, a pair of inputs, known as rotational pair because one
message is rotated value of another message, goes through the function and the output pair are
analysed in the context of rotational relation. If one of the outputs is the rotated value of the other
output with non overwhelming probability, then the given function is vulnerable to the rotational
attack. This attack is applicable mainly to those primitives that use rotation, modular addition and
XOR in their structure, known as ARX primitives. Since MixBit is also an ARX primitive, it
worth to investigate whether this function withstand this attack.
The basic idea of the rotational attack is the lemma 1 in [8] which states:
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pr ( Rot ( x + y, r ) = Rot ( x, r ) + Rot ( y , r ) )) =

1
1 + 2 r − n + 2− r + 2− n
4

(

)

Where x = y = n . On the other hand, XOR and rotation passes the rotational conditions with the
probability of “1”. Hence, to determine the total probability of the rotational attack in an ARX
function it may be enough to count the number of modular addition in a path started from the
input of given function to its output.
Following the above lemma, for two different inputs with one bit circular rotation to the right,
r=1, we have
pr ( Rot ( x + y, r ) = Rot ( x, r ) + Rot ( y , r ) )) =

1
1 + 2r − n + 2− r + 2− n = 0.375 = 2−1.41503
4

(

)

Given that in MixBit function for each of F1 and F2 includes three modular additions, MixBit
function includes six modular additions in total. Hence, for a given rotational input pair the output
of MixBit is satisfying the rotational property with the following probability:
(2−1.41503 )6 = 2−8.5

Hence, given 362 rotational input pairs to MixBit function of SULMA, we expect to receive a
rotational pair at output with a high probability. For the more details on rotational attack we
suggest interested readers to read [33].

Figure 2:MixBit Function [19]
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4. CRYPTANALYSIS OF SULMA PROTOCOL
The authors of SULMA [19] have claimed that the proposed protocol is secure against
traceability attack, passive attacks, de-synchronization attack and have forward security.
However, in this section we analysis the security of this protocol and demonstrate several
weakness on this protocol.

4. 1 READER IMPERSONATION ATTACK
Reader impersonation attack is a forgery attack that leads to identifying a spoofed reader by a
legitimate tag as a legal reader. In this section we show how an adversary can deceive the tag to
authenticate it as a legitimate reader. In our reader impersonation attack, the adversary, which is
an active adversary, can follow the steps described below:

Phase 1 (Learning): in this phase of attack the adversary eavesdrop one session of protocol
between the legitimate reader and the tag and stores the transmitted messages includes:
(1) R → T : Hello
(2) T → R : IDS
(3) R → T : A B C
(4) T → R : D

Phase 2 (Impersonation): in this phase the adversary ( A ) supplants the reader and does as
follow:
1.

A sends a "Hello" message to tag.

2. On receiving the message, the tag response with IDSnext.
3.

Once A received the message, it requests for IDSold and continue the protocol.

1. When A received IDSold it reply with the eavesdropped A B C from the learning
phase:
2. When the tag received the message it does as follows:
a. Extracts n1 and n2 from A and B respectively.
?

b.

Verifies weather C = Rot ( Rot ( n3 + k1* + c + n1′ , n3 ) + k 2* ⊕ n1′ , k2 ) ⊕ n1′ .

c. If tag authenticated the reader, which it will , it computes D as follows:
D = Rot ( Rot (n2 + k2* + ID + n1′ , k1 ) + k 1* + n1′ , n3 ) + n1′
d. Sends D to the reader (here A ).
e. Updates its memory.
Hence, following the above mentioned attack the tag authenticates the adversary as a legitimate
reader. The success probability of attack is “1” while the attack’s complexity is only two runs of
protocol.

4. 2: TRACEABILITY ATTACK
The authors of SULMA [19] have claimed that SULMA protocol is secure against traceability
attack. More precisely, they have stated that since after successful mutual authentication, tag
updates its IDS and updating procedure contains several random numbers hence IDS of tag have
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random nature and the adversary cannot identify or trace the tag using it. Although they
confirmed that it is possible to trace the tag between two successful mutual authentications,
because if the adversary request IDS from the tag the tag answers with same IDS, but they have
stressed that “after updating IDS value successfully the malicious reader cannot trace it”.
However, we present an attack which can trace the tag even after one successful run of protocol
and therefore updating the IDS values. To trace the tag, adversary A can follow the bellow steps:

Phase 1 (Learning): in this phase, given the target tag T that should be traced, the adversary (
A ) supplants the reader R and does as follow:

1.

A sends a "Hello" message to T.

2. On receiving the message, T response with its IDSnext.
3.

Once A stored IDSnext, it terminates the protocol.

Phase 2 (Challenge): in this phase, a tag T’ is given to A and it should decide whether it is the
target tag T. In this phase of attack the adversary ( A ) supplants R and does as follow:
1.

A sends a "Hello" message to T’.

2. On receiving the message, T’ response with its IDS’next.
3. Once A received the message, it requests for IDS’old.
4. Once T’ received the message, it replys with its IDS’old.
5. Once A stored IDS’old , it terminates the protocol

Phase 2 (Decision): based on the received values in the learning and challenge phases of attack,
the adversary makes its decision public as follows:
1.

A verifies whether IDS’next or IDS’old , received in the challenge phase, match the stored
IDS in the learning phase. If either of them matches IDS then A concludes that T’ is the
target tag T; otherwise, A concludes that T’ is not the target tag T.

It must be noted that this attack works properly up to only one successful run of protocol.
However, it is enough to contradict the designer claim on untraceability of tags. It must be noted
if between transient from learning phase to challenge phase of attack, the target tag T update its
internal state once, then following Table 2, it will assign the stored IDS to its IDSold. Otherwise,
the stored IDS remain as IDSnext of T. However, it is possible a different tag update its IDSold or
IDSnext to a value similar to the stored IDS, each of these cases happen with the probability of 2-n.
In that case, the adversary can output a false decision. On the other hand, in general any random
adversary has “50%” chance of output the correct decision. Hence, our given adversary advantage
to trace T up to one successful update of protocol is as follows, which is not negligible:
AAdv =1-2-n+1-0.5=0.5-2-n+1
The complexity of the given attack is two runs of protocol.
Table 2: The records of IDS in the tag and the reader after each run of protocol and its connection
to the records of previous and next runs.
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No. run

Tag

Reader

1

T1 = {IDS old , IDS new 1 }

R1 = {IDS old , IDS new 1 }

2

T 2 = {IDS old = IDS new 1 , IDS new 2 }

R 2 = {IDS old = IDS new 1 , IDS new 2 }

M

M

M

n

T n = {IDS

old

= IDS

new n −1

, IDS

new n

}

R n = {IDS old = IDS new n −1 , IDS new n }

.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analysed the security of a recently proposed ultra-lightweight mutual
authentication protocol for low-cost RFID tags entitled as SULMA[19]. We have presented two
efficient attacks against this protocol. The first attack was a reader impersonation attack with the
success probability of “1” and the complexity of two runs of protocol. The second attack was a
traceability attack which can trace a target, tag even after one successful updating of protocol.
The later attack contradicts the claim of designers on the untraceability of SULMA protocol after
the successful updating of the internal values.
In addition, we analysed the randomness of a sub function of SULMA called MixBit, which is
expected to be a random function. Our analysis on randomness of this function demonstrated that
this function cannot pass most of the NIST’s randomness tests and it is also easy to find a
rotational pair for this function.
Hence, we conclude that the SULMA protocol was not successful to reach its target security level
and we suggest the interested researchers to design a secure mutual authentication protocol for
RFID systems, which is a crucial need at this point.
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